
Set Of 3 webinars On Project 

Management 

Webinaron



The webinar format is 1-1.5 hours of audio-visual presentation, including
a brief Q&A session.

This webinar bundle includes below 3 recorded webinars:

Project Management For Non-Project Managers

PM Skills for BAs-Planning, Estimating, and Controlling BA Work

Unlimited PTO – Financial, Emotional And Practical Considerations For
Implementation

Webinar Description



Project Management For Non-Project Managers

Presented by Rebecca Staton-Reinstein

Today, much work in organizations is organized as a project although it
may not be called a project. Often, through years of downsizing,
people with in-depth special knowledge in critical areas are no longer
available. The work still needs to be performed when needed, so
someone is assigned. Thinking about these special, periodic
assignments as projects and applying the approaches of project
management helps the person in charge systematically organize work,
people, and stakeholders to get the job done successfully. Anyone can
use the basic tools of project management to make their work more
efficient and effective.



PM Skills for BAs-Planning, Estimating, and Controlling
BA Work

Presented by Robin F. Goldsmith

Is poor project management impacting your effectiveness? What can
you do about it? How’s that working out? Historically, Business
Analysts (BAs) and Project Managers (PMs) focus on and are trained in
separate skill sets. BAs focus on requirements definition, whereas PMs
concentrate on budgets, schedules, resources, and tasks. Having both
PM and BA present on a project presumably enables covering all
bases with more efficient specialized division of labor, and sometimes
each is explicitly precluded from the other’s turf.



Unlimited PTO – Financial, Emotional And Practical
Considerations For Implementation

Presented by Laura Earley

Unlimited PTO – Considerations for Implementation – will walk you
through everything you need to consider prior to implementing
“unlimited” time off to your employees. The goal of this presentation is not
to convince you it’s the “right” thing to do, because this type of time-off
program is not for everyone. Indeed, you may walk away with the sound
belief that your current vacation policy is just right for your organization.

Instead, this program is designed to help you understand everything that
you’ll need to think about prior to communicating and implementing this
type of program for your workforce. You’ll understand the financial
implications, compliance with other state and local leave laws,
coordination with Short-Term and Long-Term Disability benefits, as well as
system requirements to transition from your current program to an
Unlimited PTO program. Join us to learn if this type of program is right for
your organization.
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